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ONLY FORWARD! 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR  

ONLINE CLASSES, TESTING , AND FINANCIAL SURVIVAL DURING COVID-19 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

OPENING COMMENTS  

▸ I know you are working longer hours 
and under more stress than ever before.  

▸ I am certain you are facing new 
challenges AND acquiring new skills 
DAILY to overcome them. 

▸ONLY FORWARD! 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

3  TOPICS FOR TODAY

▸Online Class Best Procedures  

▸ Ideas regarding Tip and Belt Testing  

▸Accessing the Federal Aid Packages 
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ONLINE CLASS 
TIPS 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

WHAT I’M DOING WITH OUR OWN DOJANGS 
▸Started with 5  Zoom classes from 5 different staff homes  

▸Link was sent via email only to students  

▸Hourly facebook reminder before each session  

▸ I served as moderator for all 5 Sessions remotely  

▸Tremendous success - over 500 students participated on day one!  

▸Largest class was 153!  

▸Sent a Press Release and ended up with an online TV Interview - See 
member site  

▸FYI: You are covered by your liability insurance for these classes  
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ONLY FORWARD! 

WHAT HAS BEEN COMMUNICATED TO OUR STUDENTS?
▸We know that the economic impact of the Coronavirus 

affects everyone, some more than others. If it is possible, we 
urge you to allow us to maintain your tuition payments, and  
to accept an extension to your membership equal to any 
time period during which we are closed. By accepting an 
extension to your membership, rather than placing it on 
hold, you will make it possible for us to provide for the 
dedicated instructors who take such great care of your 
family. 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

OTHER COMMUNICATION TIPS
▸Scheduled communication through email, FB, Text, and 

our APP  

▸Our focus is clear: create value and maintain relationships  

▸Each week we are adding MORE value  

▸We build in a “buffer” so we can pivot as the situation 
needs  

▸We continue to monitor student interest and response  

▸Caution: Don’t overwhelm families with too much! 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

TECH TIPS 

▸ I phones as cameras 

▸No microphones  

▸White board with notes  

▸Flatscreen TV as monitor  

▸Recorded to the cloud and then 
downloaded 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

CLASS GOALS AND STRUCTURE  
Class Goals  

▸Everyone sweating and smiling 

▸Need to inject a little extra fun and personality into the session 

▸Use names as much as possible  

Structure  

▸Break class down into 4 sections:  

▸Warm up  

▸Kicking drills- 5 Repetitions per technique (Not back and forth with instructor but 
simultaneous) 

▸Conditioning  

▸Curriculum 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

PRE- CLASS  
Students  

1. Greet as many students by name and while the numbers are still small. You may    
even have students  turn on their mic and respond to you.  
2. As the numbers get bigger, you can still give personal recognition and ask for a 
wave, thumbs up, etc  

Parents/Adults Reminders  

▸Edit the name on screen 

▸How to Pin a speaker 

▸Also “speaker view” 

▸Thank you for joining us!! 

▸Remember we are going Live this week again on…
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ONLY FORWARD! 

POST CLASS  MESSAGE TO STUDENTS 

▸Thank the students for doing such a great 
job and be specific:  

▸“ I loved how well everyone kept a great 
kicking stance today, stayed focused on 
me, or was moving so quickly with that last 
kicking combo” (of course you will do this 
during the class as well) 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

POST CLASS  MESSAGE TO PARENTS  
1. Thank the parents for their support 

▸We really appreciate your cooperation and help to keep your child on track with they 
training and their progress  

2.  Remind Parents how important this time is- “Its so important to keep kids physically active 
and mentally engaged while they are at home. We know its great for their bodies ands minds 
and that they need something to look forward to each day.  

3 Promote and encourage use of all of our online resources. Please remember to take 
full advantage of all of the resources that we have available for you and your family. We are:  

▸LIVE on Zoom  

▸Have Pre- recorded and replay classes available at WorldClassTaekwondo.com  

▸Have 15 minute private lessons available - See your email for access to the  
schedule of your locations teachers’ schedules.  

▸We will keep doing everything we can to bring the benefits of Taekwondo to you  
and your family!
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ONLY FORWARD! 

REMINDERS 
▸THANK STUDENTS  

▸THANK PARENTS  

▸REMIND PARENTS  

▸PROMOTE RESOURCES (3x)  

 
Obviously the same message can be presented to the adult 
class, just with a slightly different “spin” Thank the adults for 
their effort and remind them how beneficial it is to utilize their 
training to maintain their fitness, flexibility, and to relive stress. 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

MODERATOR MOST IMPORTANT POINTS 

1. Get cohost power  
2. Mute ALL (BE SURE TO UNCLICK THE BOX THAT ALLOWS PROPLE TO 
UNMUTE THEMSELVES)  
3. Immediately locate and unmute the instructor  
4. CHANGE chat settings to ONLY allow Chat with the moderator  

During the broadcast  

▸Help Head instructor to “call out” students  

▸Monitor and responds to chat as needed  

▸BE SURE TO LOG OUT at the end of the Livestream  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THOUGHTS ON ONLINE 
TIP & BELT TESTING  
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ONLY FORWARD! 

THOUGHTS ON ONLINE TIP AND BELT TESTING  
▸Academic schools won’t be starting over, students need to 

progress and “graduate” to the next level 

▸ Ideal scenario vs the real scenario 

▸The balance between fun and progress is always a very 
individual decision for each owner  

▸We need to address it 

▸We will need to modify the process  

▸We will need to offer instruction that provides the best 
possible chance for actual progress and skill development
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ONLY FORWARD! 

THOUGHTS ON ONLINE TIP AND BELT TESTING  

▸What we are considering?  

▸Testing readiness is a function of time 
since last belt, number of Zoom 
Classes, private lesson  

▸Use screen shots/registration  to take 
attendance 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

THOUGHTS ON ONLINE TIP AND BELT TESTING  

Our Answers So Far  

▸Single belt level classes including curriculum time  

▸Private Lessons with staff  

▸Online group testing by rank 

▸No testing fee for online testing  

▸Currently I would not support  belt or boards “pick up” 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

THOUGHTS ON ONLINE TIP AND BELT TESTING  

▸Private Lessons will likely play a BIG part   

▸Staff asked to schedule from 3- 8pm 

▸Lessons every 30 minus for 15 minutes  

▸Can be made up to one hour before  

▸Using Appointlet accounts linked with 
Zoom 
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FINANCIAL  
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE 
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ONLY FORWARD! 

CARES ACT AND SBA PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM (PPP) 

▸Maximum is 2.5 times average total monthly payments for payroll costs 
during one year prior to date of the loan (includes salaries, commissions, 
group health, retirement benefits, employment taxes)  

▸Payments will be deferred 6 months  

▸ Interest rate of 0.50% fixed rate  

▸Loan is due in 2 years no prepayment penalties  

▸Loans can be used for: payroll, interest on mortgages, rent, utilities  

▸Loan Forgiveness: You will owe money when loan is due if you use loan for  
anything other than the costs listed above. Anticipated that not more than  
25% of the forgiven amount may be for non-payroll costs.  

▸Apply through any existing SBA lender (check with your bank)  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ONLY FORWARD! 

EIDL (ECONOMIC INJURY DISASTER LOANS) AND GRANT

▸Fixed interest rate of 3.75%  

▸Repayment terms up to 30 years with no prepayment penalties  

▸ Interest will accrue but payments may be deferred for 6 months  

▸Grant associated with the EIDL makes it possible to receive $10,000 almost  
immediately (possibly within 3 days). Can use the funds without requirement  
to repay the loan. = 

▸These working capital loans (excluding the grant) may be used only to pay 
fixed debts, payroll, accounts payable, and other bills that could have been 
paid had the disaster not occurred. The loans are not intended to replace lost 
sales or profits. Funds can’t be used to pay down long term debt.  

▸Apply at sba.gov  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ONLY FORWARD! 

MORTGAGE ASSISTANCE 

▸SBA is paying 6 months of mortgages (principle and 
interest) for 504 SBA loans, no application necessary - 
contact your lender if you believe your mortgage qualifies  

▸Banks may be offering deferred payments for principle or 
principle plus interest - contact your lender  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ONLY FORWARD! 

ARE YOU USING THE FULL POWER OF TKD PROFESSIONALS 

▸Facebook Group  

▸TaekwondoProfessionals.com  

▸Networking   

▸ I’m here for you!   

▸ I don’t want to lose a single one of “our” 
schools 
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http://TaekwondoProfessionals.com

